Gordon a play on some more contemporary event. In his reply he Bottomky gave a clear and convincing explanation of his attitude to the explains subject-matter of drama; I recently came upon his letter:
The Shelling, Silverdale, Near Carnforth.
Oct. ijM, 1920. My dear Rothenstein,
Your inspiriting letter gave me great pleasure the other day, and made me wish that I reminded you oftener with my own pen of me on my hill-top.
Your letter, with all it says of the lack of counsel my generation had to suffer from in its beginnings and of the paramount necessity that contemporary life is to be interpreted (and in a great language), stepped so unerringly into the centre of my own tentatives and perplexities and dilemmas that I wanted to take the first train to Campden Hill and talk it out with you. But alas I can never take the train I want to or when I want to; so, at the risk of boring you, I am taking your suggestion that I should write oftener with a literal promptitude that is unprecedented in me.
To ally poetry, and especially poetic drama, with contemporary life is my only desire; and yet I am always in doubt and bafflement about it. This aim should be equally possible to all the arts: if I were a novelist I should not want to reconstruct the crusades or the court of Charles II—I should be absorbed in the life of my own country since 1850, with all its implications for us: if I were a painter the delight of my eyes would send me passionately in the wake of the creators of Work and The Doll's House: then why do I seem to be continually, consistently inhibited from following this path in poetry also? Is the problem on all fours for poetry: is there any fundamental reason why the great poets of the past found their subjects either in a time or a place remote from their everyday surroundings? Does poetry need a remote condition to set free its specific virtues of imagery and recollection?
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